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TEST 17 

 

I - Choose the best answer from the option A, B, C or D 

 

1. If the man had enough money, he ______ that beautiful gift for his mother as her birthday present.  

 A. will buy   B. would buy  C. would have bought  D. is able to buy 

2. The man would have completed all his work if his wife ______ him the dinner. 

 A. phones  B. hadn’t phoned  C. phoned   D. didn’t phone  

3. They didn’t pass the exam and their family was sad. 

 A. If they had passed the exam, their family wouldn’t have been sad 

 B. If they hadn’t passed the exam, their family wouldn’t have been sad 

 C. If they passed the exam, their family wouldn’t be sad     

D. If their family was sad, they would pass the exam 

4. Somebody will call Mr. Watson tonight.  

A. Mr. Watson will call somebody tonight.  B. Mr. Watson will being called tonight. 

C. Mr. Watson tonight will be called somebody.  D. Mr. Watson will be called tonight.  

5. The fire has caused a considerable damage.  

A. A considerable damage has been caused by the fire. 

B. A considerable damage has caused the fire. 

C. A considerable damage been has caused the fire.    

D. A considerable damage had caused by the fire. 

6. The front door ______ widely before he woke up last night.  

 A. had opened  B. was opening  C. was opened   D. had been 

opened 

7. The breads_______ hot every morning in this restaurant.  

 A. are served  B. serve   C. are serving  D. have served  

8. The manager _____ is working in that office is my friend’s sister. 

 A. who                        B. whom                       C. which            D whose 

9. The hotel is in the city center. It is very noisy. 

  A. The hotel is in noisy which in the city center.   

 B. The hotel which is in the city center is very noisy 

  C. The hotel is in the center where is very noisy      

 D. The hotel is very noisy where is in the city center 

10. ______ his father died of cancer, his study has become worse and worse.  

 A. When   B. While   C. Unless   D. Since  

11. When the man arrived the station yesterday, the train _______ already.  

 A. left   B. was leaving  C. had left   D. didn’t leave  

12. At 6:00 p.m. yesterday, she ______ the flowers in the garden when it suddenly rained.  

 A. watered   B. was watering  C. had watered   D. was going to 

water  

13.  Eating _______ apple a day is very good for our health.  

 A. a   B. an    C. the    D. the  

14. Which do you prefer, jazz ________ pop music?  

 A. to    B. and    C. with   D. or  

15. She studies very hard in this semester ________ she can pass the exam. 

 A. so as to                  B. in order not to                C. so that                              D. in order 
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16. Peter: “_______ do you go to Sai Gon?”        - Jane: “Every two weeks” 

 A. When                      B. How long                       C. How                               D. How often 

 

17. It was not until he was twenty that he ______ how to swim.  

 A. knows  B. didn’t know  C. had known  D. knew  

18. “The Back Street Boys” is one of the most popular music _______ that the young like. 

A. musicians              B. groups  C. bands                       D. composers 

19. The 2002 World cup was held in Asia for the first time and was _______ by two nations. 

A. hosted                     B. set               C. joined                          D. owned 

20. The main _______ in the famous Titanic are Jack Dawson and Rose Dewitt Bukater. 

 A. actors  B. themes   C. love story    D. characters     

21. Our team lost the ______ over the visiting team when they scored one goal at the end of the match.  

 A. victory  B. trophy   C. prize   D. champion  

22. Sharks can move ________ from the water current in the ocean. 

 A. dependence B. independent  C. dependent    D. independently  

23. Van Cao, with the sweet and gentle song, is one of the Vietnamese _______ I like best.  

 A. music   B. musical    C. musician   D. musicians  

24. David is not ______ with his position in the national football team. 

A. satisfied             B. satisfies                         C. satisfying                        D. satisfaction 

25. I found the program _______ so I turned off the television and went to bed early.  

 A. bore B. bored   C. boring   D. boredom 

 

II - Choose word that has the underlined part pronounced differently.  

26.  A. score  B. committee   C detective   D. science   

27.  A. investigate   B. contribute   C. tiny     D. different 

 

III - Choose the word that has the stress placed differently.  

28. A. defeat  B. volunteer   C. attraction   D. convenient   

29.  A. species   B. threaten    C. toxic    D. device 

 

IV - Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is ____30____danger. Many 

species of animals are_____31______ and could easily become extinct if we do not make an effort to 

protect them. For many animals and birds, the problem is that their ____32___ the place where they live is 

disappearing. More land is used for farms, for houses or industry. 

30.  A. with  B. at    C. in    D. on 

31.  A. saved  B. threatened   C. protected   D. endanger 

32.  A. habitat                    B. environment            C. house              D. cage 

 

V- Rewrite the sentences as directed  

36. Mary often listens to classical music to relax her mind      (Wh-Question) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

37. My mother gave me this watch two days ago    (Passive Voice) 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38. I didn’t write to her because I didn’t know her new address.   (If Clause) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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